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Inelastic processes in plasmas
• Formation of radiative and metastable
excited states
• Photon emission, chemical effects

• Dissociation
• Key for industrial etching and
deposition processes

• In plasma models:
• Mass balance of species
• Electron energy losses
S. D. Peyerimhoff and R. J. Buenker, Chem. Phys., 57, 279-296 (1981)

Considerations in plasma modelling
• Te < εthreshold for inelastic processes
• Small fraction of electrons above
εthreshold
• Strong dependence of rate coefficient
on Te

• Cross section close to εthreshold crucial for
accurate rate coefficient
• Significant implications for modelling
low Te plasmas

U. Fantz, Plasma Sources Sci. Technol., 15, S137-S147 (2006)

Considerations in plasma modelling
• Te < εthreshold for inelastic processes
• Small fraction of electrons above
εthreshold
• Strong dependence of rate coefficient
on Te

• Cross section close to εthreshold crucial for
accurate rate coefficient
• Significant implications for modelling
low Te plasmas
• Key example – electron beam sustained
plasmas for damage free etching

E. H. Lock et al., Plasma Sources Sci. Technol., 17,
025009 (2008)

Considerations in plasma modelling
• What do we need for modelling?
• High energy resolution experimental
measurements
• Measurements are challenging
• Accuracy in threshold region is limited
by sensitivity of experimental method –
depends on process being measured

• Experimentally validated calculations offer a
promising alternative

• Significant work on this in recent years

V. Laporta et al. Plasma Sources Sci. Technol., 23,
065002 (2014)
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Case study: Cl2 dissociation
• Cl atoms crucial for plasma etching
• Minimum electron energy of ≈ 3.3 eV required

S. D. Peyerimhoff and R. J. Buenker, Chem. Phys., 57, 279-296 (1981)

Case study: Cl2 dissociation
• Cl atoms crucial for plasma etching
• Minimum electron energy of ≈ 3.3 eV required

• Limited data available – poor resolution in
threshold region

• New measurements or calculations needed
εthreshold
T. Rescigno Phys. Rev. A, 50, 1382 (1994)
P. C. Cosby J. Chem. Phys., 98, 9560-9569 (1993)

Dissociation cross section calculations

• UK Molecular R-Matrix code implemented in
Quantemol-N

• Target orbitals calculated using MOLPRO

• Π states have largest excitation/dissociation
cross sections – compare well with previous
calculations of Rescigno

• New cross sections calculated all the way to
threshold – Rescigno cross section stops just
above it
J. R. Hamilton et al. Plasma Sources Sci.
Technol., in press (2018)
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• Target orbitals calculated using MOLPRO

• Π states have largest excitation/dissociation
cross sections – compare well with previous
calculations of Rescigno

• New cross sections calculated all the way to
threshold – Rescigno cross section stops just
above it

• Generally good agreement with experiments
of Cosby
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Dissociation rate coefficients

• Define EEDFs with different shapes

analytically – varied by parameter x

• Integrate EEDF with cross sections – rate
coefficients

• Rate coefficients differ significantly between
our calculations and those of Rescigno at low
Te
• Implications for low Te plasma sources
– e.g. electron beam sustained plasmas

J. R. Hamilton et al. Plasma Sources Sci.
Technol., in press (2018)

Simple model of Cl density

• Estimate Cl density accounting for gains due
to dissociation and wall losses
𝑛𝐶𝑙 =

𝑛𝑒 𝑛𝐶𝑙2 𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠
𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

• Assume typical values of low pressure
industrial plasma reactor:
• Pressure – 1 Pa
• ne – 1 x 1016 m-3
• Cylinder – r = 10 cm, h = 5 cm
• Surface recombination coefficient- 0.05

Conclusions
• Accurate inelastic cross sections are crucial for
accurate plasma models

• State-of-the-art calculations can help fill in
gaps in experimental data – particularly
behaviour near threshold

• Major implications for modelling low Te
plasmas – rate coefficients can differ by orders
of magnitude
• Concept applied to other gases as well!

• More data required, even for simple
molecules!
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